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Introduction
Digital marketing is increasingly the promotional tool of choice to
reach potential visitors. Social media supports travel blogs, forums and
groups, while ever greater numbers of people are sharing images,
experiences and reviews online.

Task - Find key figures about the rise in social media usage in
travel, tourism and hospitality industry globally


Post findings to a social media group or page???



Everyone in the group should read, view and comment or even add
something new to this



What was good, interesting, not so good, surprising etc.

World Tourism stats


‘For the fifth successive year, the growth of the Travel & Tourism
sector in 2015 (2.8%) outpaced that of the global economy (2.3%)
and a number of other major sectors such as manufacturing and
retail. In total, Travel & Tourism generated US $7.2 trillion (9.8% of
global GDP) and supported 284 million jobs, equivalent to 1 in 11
jobs in the global economy.’ (WTTCa, 2016)

Icelandic Tourism stats


The total contribution of Travel & Tourism to GDP was 27.2% of GDP in 2015,
and is forecast to rise by 1.7% in 2016, and to rise by 3.1% pa to 28.5% of GDP
in 2026.


‘In 2015, the total contribution of Travel & Tourism to employment, including jobs
indirectly supported by the industry, was 27.4% of total employment (50,500 jobs).
This is expected to rise by 0.4% in 2016 to 50,500 jobs and rise by 1.7% pa to 60,000
jobs in 2026 (31.8% of total).
(WTTCb, 2016)



Money spent by foreign visitors in 2015 accounted for 23.6% of total exports.



In 2016, this is expected to fall by 0.2%, and the country is expected to
attract 1,317,000 international tourist arrivals.



By 2026, international tourist arrivals are forecast to total 1,757,000, an
increase of 3.2% pa

INTERNATIONAL VISITORS BY
SEASON


Source: Icelandic Tourist Board
(2016)

VISITORS BY MARKET 2015

NATIONALITIES
THROUGH
KEFLAVÍK
AIRPORT
2015/2014

OVERNIGHT STAYS – ALL
TYPES OF ACCOMMODATION


The total number of overnight
stays in Iceland was around 6.5m
in 2015.



The overnight stays of foreign
visitors were around 5.6m in 2015
and have increased by 21.3%
annually since 2010.



Overnight stays of Icelanders were
930,000 in 2015 and have
increased by 2.4% since 2010.

AVAILABLE ROOMS IN HOTELS AND
GUESTHOUSES


In 2015, there were 13,320 rooms
available in 394 hotels and
guesthouses in Iceland, when they
were most numerous, 35.2%
thereof in the Capital Region.



Room availability in 2015 in
Iceland was 9.7% higher than in
2014.



Rooms in hotels and guesthouses
in all of Iceland have increased by
9,391, or 42%, since 2010. The most
increase has been in the Capital
Area, where 1,202 rooms have
been added since 2010.

OCCUPANCY RATES IN HOTELS (%)


Nationwide room occupancy in
year round hotels was 64.5% in
2015, which is a 37.5% increase
from 2010, when it was 46.9%.

AirBnB Phenomenon


"AirBnB has effectively
doubled the number of rooms
available to travellers just at the
moment when both Reykjavik
and Iceland as a tourism
destination needed it most "
...Andrew Sheivachan

Social Media Revolution

Major Networks
1.Facebook (31m UK users)
2.Twitter (15m UK users)
3.YouTube (19m unique UK visitors)
Other Networks

1.LinkedIn (10m UK users)
2.Google+ (No UK specific data)
3.Pinterest (2m UK users)
4.Instagram (No UK specific data)
Dog Digital, 2014

The History of Social Media



Source: Social Times 2015

The Primitive Era of Social Media

The Medieval Era of Social Media

The Golden Era of Social Media

DRAWING CONCLUSIONS
FROM HISTORY


Social Media has undergone a meteoric rise in the relatively short period of
19 years since the ‘six degrees’ site started.



It has gone from being a niche hobby to an essential part of our daily lives,
embraced by large companies and important cultural figures.



Its rise has been aided by advancements in User hardware. iPads, iPods,
Smartphones.



It has changed the way companies do business and advertisers promote
products.



It has changed the way we consume traditional media.



Concerns over privacy, security and safety refuse to go away

Icelanders Online


Iceland Magazine reports that 98% of Icelanders are online.



95% of Scottish households have a broadband connection (Rural Scotland Key
Facts 2015)



According to the article


‘The Icelandic 98% internet use is significantly higher than the W. European
average of 83%, but rather similar to the Internet penetration of other Nordic
countries. 96% of Norwegians and Danes are online, 95% of the Faroese and
94% of Swedes. ’

Source: Iceland Magazine (January 2016)


Iceland is one of the most connected countries in the world, with the highest
percentage of households with access to the internet in Europe



Internet and digital media play a vital role in Icelandic society, and Iceland is an
international leader when it comes to focusing on free speech and online
media.
Source: Freedom House (2015)

Current Campaigns
INTRODUCING ICELAND ACADEMY


Iceland is an amazing country
filled with beautiful nature,
wonderful food, and inspiring art
and culture. And at the Iceland
Academy we want to help you
get the most of it.



Our unique online programme has
been specially designed to teach
you the essentials of Iceland. So
by the end of term you’ll be able
to travel, eat, and even shower
like a local.

Purpose of report


A review of Icelandic tourism and hospitality businesses was undertaken as part
of the Learn, taste, experience Iceland Study Tour (October 2016).



The review explored the key theme of ‘The use of Digital Marketing & Social
Media’, one of three key themes investigated on the study tour.



It focused on the extent to which hospitality and tourism businesses in Iceland
engage with social media as part of their digital marketing strategy and to
understand its impact upon those businesses.



We visited and learnt about examples from Iceland as part of the programme.
This case study records how the group felt about what they experienced here
that could be transferrable to others.



It includes group comments or suggestions for the relevant Icelandic
businesses/organisation.



Comparisons are made with what is being done in Ayrshire and Scotland

Data collection method


Data was collected primarily through structured site visits where there was
opportunity to question representatives from each of the businesses. In order to
explore how social media has been engaged with a series of questions were
established.

These questions were;


What types of Social Media are you currently using for business?



What are the impacts of this type of marketing upon your business?



What are your future plans within social and digital media marketing?

Members recorded their findings and observations in a Facebook group as the
visit progressed, adding comments and images to illustrate points.

Social Media Platform

Each mini case study includes


An overview of the business



What do they do?



How are they currently using social media and digital marketing?



What are they not doing?



Do they have future plans for Social Media Use?



What comparisons can be made to businesses at home?



Anything else felt relevant

Findings - The Blue Lagoon


Our spa is based around the unique
properties of the geothermal seawater in
the lagoon.



SAUNA AND STEAM ROOMS



RELAXATION AREA



ACCOMMODATION



SKIN CARE SHOP



CLOTHING STORE

The Blue Lagoon


Having sneak preview at Blue Lagoons social
media presence - pretty impressive stats!



Facebook 104,935 likes



Twitter 15.k followers



Reviews 1.4 k review 4.5 gave 5 star



Website all in English has some fabulous
images, can book online too!



I'm sure it will live up to expectations - even
food looks amazing!

Blue Lagoon

The Blue Lagoon

The Blue Lagoon


Ipads located near entrance to encourage
feedback and emailing photos for customers
which allows direct marketing plus check in for
Facebook encouraging reviews.

The Blue Lagoon


Auto Responsive website takes the
customer to the premium package rather
than their standard package



A partnership with Iceland Air brings visitors
to the lagoon as part of a stop over on route
to the USA.

Perhaps in Scotland we undersell ourselves.  Their Twitter response time was a little over 12
hours
We are always trying to upsell but perhaps
we should aim high first.
 Lava restaurant being noted as one of the
top restaurants in Europe and tweeted.
 Pop up message notifying visitors of
ongoing development at the site, thereby  Blue Lagoon is iconic and as such does not
managing visitor expectations.
need to worry too much about digital


marketing - they are in the fortunate position
to have to turn away up to 500 customers
per day who have not pre-booked.

Findings - Laugarvatn Fontana


Laugarvatn Fontana is a place where
you come to relax and experience
authentic Icelandic nature while
relaxing in the warm geothermal pools
and natural steam rooms.



The baths vary in depth, size and
temperature and the steam rooms that
have been built over natural hot springs
that have been used in this purpose
since 1929.



Fontana is located by a beautiful lake
Laugarvatn and you can enjoy the
spectacular views from the sauna or the
pools.

Laugarvatn Fontana

Laugarvatn Fontana


Centralised marketing outsourced





There is the company official page but
customers are able to post their own
pictures at the location and generate
social media content

General Manager has some input on
digital marketing but does not have a
personal input on a daily basis and so
some of the authentic feel of the place is
lost.



They are able to differentiate themselves
from the Blue Lagoon but in digital media
this does not translate as there is a
corporate feel to their social media
presence.



Again they are looking to expand as
tourist numbers are constantly increasing



They are #2 of things to do in the region



Professional photography but no video
posted



Reviews and events list on their
facebook page



Facebook being more prominent than
any other form of social media
marketing

Laugarvatn Fontana


They are looking to expand but this is not being communicated
online via social media



Why not bring customers into the fold and generate content based
upon these plans



Customers may well be interested in developments and expansion
plans of their favourite/local business



Is the image you project of your business on social media the image
you want to portray?



Fontana promotes the geothermal baths, bakery and locally
sourced food in their digital marketing.



https://www.facebook.com/caryn.inglis.5/videos/983473858423902/

Findings - Efsti-Dalur - Farm
Diversification


Originally a cattle farm and horse
breeds, the couple who own it
have diversified tourism with horse
rental, hotel accommodation and
restaurant and ice cream
production. Impression is homely,
family run, quite modern, hand
crafted, home-cooked, friendly.



Nice modern looking website



Easily found from Google search
(when search for exact name).



Responsive mobile friendly
website.

Efsti-Dalur Dairy Farm


Originally a cattle farm and horse breeds,
the couple who own it have diversified
tourism with horse rental, hotel
accommodation and restaurant and ice
cream production.



Impression is homely, family run, quite
modern, hand crafted, home-cooked,
friendly

Efsti-Dalur - Farm Diversification


Some broken links/ missing
information.



On page translations in multiple
languages.



Uses booking.com



Facebook page with link from
website - posts 1-2 per month.
Original content/photos. All in
Icelandic. No curated content.



No twitter or Instagram



No use of video



Trip advisor 4.5/5

Efsti-Dalur Dairy Farm


Contrast to Fontana is that the dairy farm
was family run, who all had a part to play
in their social media marketing which they
were having fun with translates well as an
authentic experience.



No traditional marketing, all done through
Facebook and online.



Parents have taken a step back and kids
are driving the digital marketing



Admit that they are learning and do not
always respond to everything but they are
improving

Efsti-Dalur Dairy Farm

Click the certificate!!!



Also using Snapchat



Attending Social Media Training
courses



Impressed by use of local produce
to make products



Farm to plate concept



Biggest use of video so far



Not everything is planned formally



Online presence does translate
authenticity but does not project
the scale of the business

UK Comparisons


We tend not to capture all of our
business for the customer via video
or pictures and hold something
back so they visit



In truth it may be better to post
these things so it makes the
potential customer want to visit
even more



They have a badge for response
time on Facebook which is difficult
to get so in spite of what they say
they must be responding quickly
compared to the large corporates

Findings - Gulfoss Kaffi

Gulfosskaffi


One full time member of staff for digital marketing and online purchases



Facebook most widely used



Web shop



One 360 photo but was not taken by the business



Perhaps will take more of this and video – drone images planned



Website not linked to Facebook but has a Tripadvisor plugin

Gulfosskaffi


Seemed reactive to increase in visitor
numbers so again trying to catch up with
the pace



Digital marketing is an after thought as
they do not rely on this to get customers



Customers who visit their website have
usually already been in the shop



No analytics used – they are looking at
the top line stats but only scratch the
surface



Not responsible for the natural attraction
but receive negative reviews at times
due to the paths to the attraction



This happens at home too so this means
we must get better at communicating
this to the customer

Findings - Hotel Geysir

Hotel Geysir


Website does not reflect the building
and is non responsive and old
fashioned in terms of user experience



Does include live web cam and
twitter



Can book via Bookin.com and has a
tripadvisor plugin



Tripadvisor reviews sometimes critical
of the outdoor attraction but this is
not their responsibility



Rate of growth means the website is
not priority



Perhaps online posts do not need to
be about selling or your business but
instead about the local community



Visitor expectation is not being managed well
as the experience is not well communicated
online

Click Here

Hotel Geysir


In the rural areas there are social media
training courses for businesses to become
better at using this form of marketing

Skalholt


Skálholt in Biskupstungur is one of Iceland´s most
important historic sites. Christianity was made state
religion of Iceland by law in the year 1000 A.D.



The country’s first bishop, Ísleifur Gissurarson,
ordained in 1056, settled at Skálholt, which was the
episcopal see of South Iceland and a center of
culture and education for 700 years.



At the middle of the 16th century Icelanders, under
Danish rule, converted to Lutheranism.



One of the best known and most influential bishops
of Skálholt after the reformation was Brynjólfur
Sveinsson (bishop 1639-1674), highly respected for
his learning.



He had a wooden church built at Skálholt, even
bigger than the 20th century cathedral, but the
medieval church was the biggest one. But it is
evident that they have all stood on the same basic
foundations.

Skalholt


In the mid-20th century, new development began
at Skálholt, due to its historical significance. The
modern cathedral was inaugurated in 1963. It is
well known for its works of modern art, as well as for
artefacts from previous churches on the site.



In the crypt is an exhibition from the National
Museum, including the sarcophagus of bishop Páll
Jónsson (bishop 1195-1211), unearthed in 1954.



The present Skálholt school is an educational and
cultural center for the national Lutheran church.
Accommodation and restaurant facilities —
including medieval banquets by arrangement —
are available all year at the Skálholt school
adjacent to the cathedral.



Every weekend in July summer concerts are held
there, attracting many people

Skalholt


Similar story to others in that they are
happy to have tourists but are
content to grow more slowly and their
social media presence reflects this.



They do have a website but there is
little on this and it really needs
developed if they are to capitalise on
growing tourist numbers



Skalholt has a Facebook page and is
reasonably consistent in putting up
posts about what is happening there
and includes photos and video



No one designated person responsible for
digital marketing and as yet this is done
internally when the opportunity arises.



The ethos here is pilgrimage, spirituality and
‘slow tourism’.

Findings - Fridheimar - Greenhouse
Project


A family run business combining
their love of horticulture and
horses. Food production year
round in greenhouses using unique
techniques, horse breeding and
equestrian centre with visitor
centre, greenhouse tours, horse
shows and restaurant.



Their own produce is made into
jams, chutneys, oils etc sold there
and online.



Impression is a family run, super
modern company/concept,
friendly, unique, fun!

Fridheimar - Greenhouse Project


Very modern and nice looking website



Easily found from Google search (when search for exact name).



Responsive mobile friendly website.



Translation to English throughout



Online shop



Newsletter email sign up



Link to "find us" on Google maps



Facebook page with link from website - 1-2 posts per month. Good variety of
content.



Uses Instagram - 13 posts



Makes use of video



No Twitter



Trip advisor 4.5/5

Fridheimar Greenhouse Project


They do not have WIFI



This is apparently a blackspot



Numbers are ever increasing and
have 135,000 visitors currently per
annum



Have to turn customers away but
they are looking at ways to
manage expectations



Online shop selling so fast they
cannot keep up

Fridheimar

Findings - The Mushroom Factory


Do not currently sell themselves as a
visitor attraction



More wholesale commercial enterprise



Plans to open a visitor centre next year
and provide tours



No social media presence as yet

Findings - Rhubarb Farm - Rabarbia

Rabarbia

Owner unaware of the Facebook page set up for him

Findings - Restaurant matur og
drykkur

Restaurant Matur og Drykkur


They carefully curate the images and content
used for social media and Trip Advisor to
control how they are represented online.

Restaurant Matur og Drykkur


City located, not rural, business, with
best understanding of social media use seen so far.



Have recently employed someone to respond
to social media comments and posts etc.



Owner emphasised that speed of response is
considered extremely important for them.



Images used (with no people, atmosphere) did not
do justice to the experience and environment that
we enjoyed when we visited.



We may, as business owners, not have the best
judgment on how to best represent and promote
our business through imagery and social media and
may in fact be doing ourselves a injustice by only
using “professional” pictures and not utilising our
customers own images.

The Saga museum and restaurant
matur og drykkur

Findings - Bragginn


Bragginn is a family run Café and
Ceramic Studio housed in the families
old potato storage, a dug down ex
army-barrack.



Café focused on locally grown and
sourced produce to great fresh delicious
food.



Can watch ceramics being made, talk
to the designers and purchase their
products straight of the "production
line".



Also offer yoga sessions! Seems to mostly
summer based and closed throughout
winter.



Impression is an arty hand crafted vibe,
modern, eclectic, welcoming, funky...
Can't wait to visit!

Bragginn


Social media presence was great
before the visit



The business is very seasonal and
we were left disappointed as there
was nothing happening and no
customers



A classic example of reality not
matching pre-visit expectation
formed from the social media
presence.

Findings - BRYGGJAN BRUGGHÚS


BRYGGJAN BRUGGHÚS is Iceland’s 1’st
Micro Brewery and bistro located in the
trendiest area of Reykjavík harbourside.



Bryggjan Brugghús emphasizes fresh
ingredients and various styles of highquality beer, pumped directly from the
brewery itself.



A gourmet experience to be
remembered: Bryggjan Bistro offers
diverse, high-quality dishes, with an
emphasis on fresh seafood caught off
the shores of Iceland, in addition to
traditional courses carefully selected by
our master chef.



Bistro has presence on FB Twitter Pinterest.

Byggjan Brugghus

Byggjan Brugghus


Trying to grow the locals market before
tourists



No passing trade – co-owner had a
marketing company and so
understanding of digital and social
media marketing allowing them to
utilise it to build a following of locals
and attract new customers



Full time employee for digital
marketing



Respond quickly via twitter where noone else really using it well

Byggjan Brugghus

Typically reply within one day – therefore not the
speediest in terms of UK comparators but they
are responding
They do have a Facebook reply badge and
need to be consistent to keep this
They make a big deal on social media about
upcoming events to keep followers involved

Promote Iceland Tourism Strategy


Where did it all begin?

Findings – Promote Iceland


Impressive creative strategy when
such a small budget £2.4m



They turned to social media to
counteract what they thought would
be a national disaster for the tourist
numbers in the wake of the volcano
eruption



They decided to tell stories of
authentic people and be true to
themselves



New campaign every year



They seem to know their target
markets well

Promote Iceland




Key points from the presentation:


Did not try to go after everyone or anyone



It is important to tell their audience the true story of Iceland



They start by saying they’re ‘not for everyone

Key learnings


Scotland perhaps tries to appeal to too many people



It essential to remain authentic and true to who you are



Businesses are involved in creating the marketing themes, so there is bottom-up
input which is then supported overall

In Conclusion


Promote Iceland have had such huge
social media success to drive growth –
however it seems many of the business
we have visited are playing catch up
with social media



There is social media training and the
businesses are aware it is needed



We seem to be ahead of Iceland in
terms of having social and digital
media marketing strategies



Where they can – they all provide free,
fast WIFI (Fridheimar exception due to
location, not choice)



There is a huge variety of skills and
awareness in Iceland of Social media
marketing just as there is in Ayrshire



There is potentially more support in the UK
to help develop these skills for businesses



Younger generation more confident using
social media for business



Diversification in many cases has
changed business from a non tourist focus
to being faced with huge numbers of
visitors – these businesses are having to
react to the numbers and in some cases
struggle with keeping up their digital
presence

UK Comparisons and
recommendations


The national and regional agencies
are trying to get businesses to
understand the value of digital
marketing



With the Brexit vote are VisitScotland trying
to counteract this negative message that
we are all arguing, bickering and inward
looking?



VisitScotland are striving to do
something similar but are not
managing to truly capture the feeling
of Scotland – Iceland have a much
clearer message



Social Media must remain true – do not
put out a false image of your own business
or people.



We may not be able to agree but we
must then lead from the front



Independence vote put Scotland on
the global map as did
Iceland's volcanic eruption



We have similar challenges to Iceland in
that we are trying to reach out and learn
from others



There is a big difference in how this
was capitalised on –
opportunities gained and lost



Businesses get out what they put in –
working together is largely a positive
experience
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